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About This Game

Pogo can be played with a keyboard or a controller. A controller is recommended.

Pogo is a challenging 3D physics platformer made up of short levels with a goal to collect at the end.

You will face obstacles such as stairs, moving platforms, conveyor belts, piles of boxes, seesaws, bowling ball cannons, super ice
and more.

As your Pogo skills rise you will unlock more difficult but more rewarding pogo sticks and challenges.

Embark on a journey to become a pogo master.
Complete challenges to rank up and unlock more content.
More difficult challenges return bigger rewards.
80 progressively challenging levels to unlock.
5 unique pogo sticks to grasp.
Optional time trial score system for competitive players.
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Pogo has rage game tendencies but ultimately is pretty fair in it's difficulty. It's also a lot of fun to play. I've cleared all
beginning stages and have to go back with my new pogo before I can advance, but I fully intend to dive right back in. It may
look like a cheap game or an asset flip but this game is REALLY good.

Gameplay:
https:\/\/youtu.be\/ANkGpX8RE84. Incredibly hard, but incredibly satisfying. Much like games such as the Trials series, this is
a game for people who like the build-up to a large challenge. The earlier levels will build you up gradually before the harder
levels smash you back down to earth. Each time a new challenge is posed, or a new stick is unlocked you'll feel like a rookie
again while you get a handle on the handling, but once it clicks you'll find yourself breezing through the mid-game levels, only
for the next lot to start kicking your\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665again.. help i need to stop the refund how do i do
it please tell me. Lets just say i got a little work out https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=5WeRQO7lDbU&t=63s. This Game
is a hard 3d fun pg happy wheels. its fun when you get launched across the map. There is alot of speedrun potential and it is the
most satisfying thing when you finish a level that you have been stuck on. There are a lot of laughs and a lot of fustration but
overall it is one of the best games for its price
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